Associations of cortical thickness, surface area and subcortical volumes with insight in drug-naïve adults with obsessive-compulsive disorder.
Poor insight in obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) is associated with several adverse clinical outcomes. However, the neurobiological basis of this insight deficit is not clearly understood. The present study thus aimed to investigate associations of cortical thickness, cortical surface area and subcortical volumes with insight in a sample of drug-naïve adults with OCD. Forty-seven OCD patients and 42 healthy controls (HCs) underwent MRI scanning, depression and anxiety assessments. The Brown Assessment of Beliefs Scale (BABS) measured insight levels and patients were divided into two groups: poor insight (OCD-PI; n = 21), and good insight (OCD-GI; n = 26). Cortical thickness and surface area between groups were compared with whole-brain exploratory vertex-by-vertex analyses, while subcortical volumes were compared on a structure-by-structure basis. Partial correlation analyses were then performed to assess associations between regional cortical and subcortical measures and insight levels. OCD-GI and OCD-PI groups displayed partly shared, but also partly distinct brain structural alterations. Strikingly, OCD-PI showed decreased cortical thickness in the left superior frontal gyrus, left anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and right inferior parietal gyrus, compared to both OCD-GI and HCs. Average cortical thickness extracted from these areas was further negatively correlated with BABS scores in the OCD-PI patients. Our findings suggest that poor insight in patients with OCD may have a neural substrate involving the left medial frontal and the right inferior parietal cortices.